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Acupuncture and Internal Medicine Formulas for  

Chronic Pelvic Pain 

 By Christian Nix 

 

Introduction: 
Acupuncture is so inherently suited to providing low-cost, effective, non-iatrogenic relief 

from pain and stress that is would be difficult for someone unfamiliar with the US healthcare 

system to understand just why there is not greater inclusion of acupuncture within hospital 

settings.  After all, pain and stress are by far the two most persistent, non-specific complaints that 

physicians of all specialties are likely to hear from their patients.  Furthermore, acupuncture can 

bring relief in as little as 5-15 minutes for less than the cost of a pack of chewing gum.  So, what 

exactly is the disconnect? 

Acupuncture is the therapy of choice for prevention and management of pain and stress.  

Yet, understanding the issues and challenges facing the widespread inclusion and acceptance of 

acupuncture is a topic of enormous importance for both the clinician and the administrator.  In a 

Western medical setting in North America, understanding the issue of logical methodology in 

holism (or lack thereof) is as important as actual clinical skills and needle technique. 

The root of the debate has to do with what is and is not science.  The cultural perception 

of holism in the West is generally indistinguishable from New Age non-science in which 

practitioners of holism purport having ‘intuitive’ powers of deduction.   

Edward Said wrote about this misperception in his famous work, Orientalism.   

 

“the essential aspects of modern Orientalist theory and praxis can be understood, 
not as a sudden access of objective knowledge about the Orient, but as a set of 
structures inherited from the past, secularized, redisposed, and re-formed by 
disciplines as philology, which in turn were naturalized, modernized and laicized 
substitutes for (or versions of) Christian supernaturalism.”  (1)  
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The hunger in Western culture for a concept of life outside the boundaries of materialism results 

in a romantic fantasy (read: backlash) in which anything Oriental is presumed to be spiritual.  

This is Orientalism; it is the triumph of intuition/imagination over the discipline of logic and 

rational analysis.   

Consider that at the most fundamental level, holism assumes (presupposes) that the mind 

and body cannot be separated.  This is the great strength and limitation of holism.   

“Darwin’s alienation of the outside from the inside was an absolutely 
essential step in the development of modern biology.  Without it, we 
would still be wallowing in the mire of an obscurantist holism that merged 
the organic and the inorganic into an un-analyzable whole.  (2) 

 

This ‘alienation of the outside from the inside’ is the signature of conventional medicine and is 

the fundamental, distinguishing characteristic “responsible for its awesome efficacy.” (3) To 

appreciate fully the historical moment, I must include the whole passage wherein Lewontin goes 

on to add: 

 “But the conditions that are necessary for progress at one stage in history 
become bars to further progress at another.  The time has come when 
further progress in our understanding of nature requires that we reconsider 
the relationship between the outside and the inside, between organism and 
environment.”  (2)   
 

It may be that - with regard to chronic functional disorders - Lewontin’s proclamation is as true 

as it is timely.  A professional and logical model of holism is most certainly suited to treat and 

manage chronic functional disease in ways that conventional medicine is not.  Why?  Because 

chronic, functional illness involves a multiplicity of interrelated factors that cannot be adequately 

addressed by a reductionistic epistemology but which may be exactly understood and selectively 

counter-acted using a holistic cognitive model.  Why? Because holism is inherently suited to 

makes sense of patterns of interrelated phenomena.   

For the purposes of this article, I will submit a definition of holism that epitomizes its 

practicality.  At the most fundamental level holism in medicine refers to an axiomatic belief 

that the inner psychic reality and the outer physical reality are in bi-directional 

relationship, each influencing and influential of the other.  That’s it.  That’s holism.   

While many traditional cultures have highly developed holistic medical systems, there are 

two principle reasons why Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is the model of holism par 
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excellence.  In the first place, TCM – the most modern and up-to-date version of Chinese 

medicine – has a pedigree of not less than 2,400 years of literate debate by Chinese scholars and 

intelligentsia; and is also, by far, the holistic system with the most prodigious and rigorous body 

of contemporaneous research literature.   

The reason for this first distinguishing characteristic arises from its second distinguishing 

characteristic – viz. it requires no religious or pseudo-spiritual beliefs in-common between 

physician and patient for successful practice / outcomes.  Whereas, say, Tibetan or Ayurvedic 

Medicine – both of which are very old holistic medical systems - are very difficult to practice 

successfully if both patient and practitioner do not share certain religious / spiritual beliefs.   

In contrast, TCM is a holistic medical system which requires no such shared beliefs and 

is based entirely on objectively verifiable signs and subjectively reported (and verifiable) 

symptoms encased within an elegant and utterly logical methodology.   

Therefore, holistic TCM is perhaps the most promising holistic medical system for 

serious study and inclusion in Western medical culture.  Furthermore, the inherent 

complementarity of holism, vis a vis conventional reductionism holds tremendous promise as a 

practical fundament of integration in medicine. 

“(holistic) medicine, simply by virtue of its totally different methods of 
observation, may be able to fill in many of the gaps in our current knowledge of 
medicine in the West and thus enable us to reconcile these two divergent 
perspectives into a single integrated and comprehensive picture of reality . . . As a 
result of their fundamentally different perspectives on reality . . . (holistic) 
Chinese and (reductionistic) Western medicine can make their observations and 
then present us with two different ‘versions’ of the same phenomenon.”  (4)  
 

 

Now consider this question: can scientific logic and rational analysis be discovered 

within and applied to holism?  The answer: of course.  Science is fundamentally a process of 

inquiry into the natural world.  Science involves systematic, rational analysis and peer-

reviewable logic.  Science also involves revision in light of new data – i.e. retrospective analysis.  

If one takes this as a legitimate and accurate definition of science, then indeed holism can be 

labeled scientific.   

In the West, Science has become indistinguishable from bio-medical science with its 

leitmotif of reductionism. (5)  Holism is the complementary opposite of reductionism.  Once the 
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holistic leitmotif of emphasizing patterns of interconnected relationships is understood and 

accepted, no real objection remains.   

“If we are to explore a style of thinking that is . . . “somehow different” from our 
own and remain within the realm of science, we may also have to part with our 
Western notions of what is and what is not “scientific.  There is no cause for 
alarm, however, since (holistic) Chinese science fulfills all the preconditions for 
an exact science, which is to say that it is equipped with a clear and unambiguous 
vocabulary that is organized by means of certain rules into a system that is 
consistent and free from internal contradictions.  This system has specific 
techniques of observation and diagnosis at its disposal, and on the basis of these a 
logical, coherent and totally intelligible therapeutic system is constructed.”  (4) 

 

To the surprise of many, holism has an utterly elegant logic.  However, the physician 

must first understand that holism does not diagnose and treat disease.  It is not the case that 

holism doesn’t recognize the existence of disease.  Rather, since holism is - by its nature - 

concerned with patterns of inter-connected phenomena, the focus must be on patterns (or what 

we in the West call, syndromes).  In holism it is said that ‘two people may have the same disease 

and get different treatment; two other people may have different diseases and get the same 

treatment.’  A ‘disease’ in holism is considered a symptom in Western medicine.  Good 

examples are headache, diarrhea, foot pain - these are all diseases in holistic medicine.  But there 

are – for example – 12 different patterns which relate to the disease complaint of headache – i.e. 

pain in the head.    

Holism is functional medicine.  Acupuncture grew out of a system of logic which works 

best when used to manage functional aspects of a patient’s condition.  Sleep habits, digestion and 

elimination, agitation and fatigue, weakness and tension, pain or numbness; these are all aspects 

of functional health/illness.  Yes acupuncture can be (partially and incorrectly) understood via a 

bio-medical lens seeking to explain mechanisms of bio-chemistry, neuro-transmitters and 

endocrine system response; but it is far more practical and logical to think of acupuncture as a 

physical medicine which affects objectively measurable aspects of function.   

 

 

CPP and Holistic Pattern Discrimination  
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Chronic Pelvic Pain (CPP) is a functional disorder.  A holistic pattern is a description of a 

group of signs/symptoms which occur together.  The root pattern related to the Western disease 

diagnosis of IBS is – in holistic Traditional Chinese Medicine – known as a liver-spleen 

disharmony.  This is a short-hand rubric for two separate patterns; liver depression qi stagnation 

– which is one single thing (and incidentally is not to be confused with Western psychiatric 

depression); and spleen qi vacuity.  A liver-spleen disharmony is the presentation of both of 

these patterns simultaneously.  These are the proper names of two common patterns in TCM and 

there are technical implications to the label of liver-spleen disharmony.  To a holistic clinician, it 

is understood that the liver is ‘replete’ or over-full, excess, exuberant (in a pathological sense); 

and the spleen is ‘vacuous,’ weak, deficient, less than sufficient.  In other words, the liver is 

over-full and therefore dysfunctional; and the spleen is not robust enough to perform its various 

functions and thus dysfunctional.     Because the pattern diagnosis of liver-spleen disharmony has 

technical implications, it is therefore peer-reviewable.  The main clinical signs and symptoms of 

the pattern called liver-spleen disharmony are: 

 

1. Liver depression qi stagnation 
 

Due to stress, anger, frustration, non-fulfillment of desires, qi is hindered and will not 
flow freely. 

 
• Sighing 
• Counterflow frigidity – cold limbs from lack of circulation 
• Plum pit qi – i.e. globus hystericus 
• Irritability 
• Emotional depression, emotional outbursts 
• PMS / dysmenorrhea, breast distension 
• Dark-hued tongue or normal tongue with thin white coat 
• Bowstring pulse 

 
 

2. Spleen qi vacuity 
 

Due to over-taxation, undisciplined eating and drinking, overeating cold foods, 
malnourishment, worry, brooding, bitter medicinals (i.e. antibiotics), the spleen becomes 
weak and cannot perform its functions.  
 

• Fatigue - worse after meals 
• Tendency to loose stools 
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• Cold hands and nose 
• Orthostatic hypotension 
• Craving for sweets 
• Swollen tongue with teeth-marks on the edges 

 

One can see how the signs and symptoms of the professionally agreed upon pattern of 

liver-spleen disharmony fairly well coincides with many of the clinically relevant signs and 

symptoms of IBS.  Furthermore, any patient suffering from the disease IBS is unlikely to 

manifest only this one, core pattern.  It is almost certain that other patterns related to other signs 

and symptoms will also present.  

Once the physician recognizes the presenting pattern(s), he / she would state the 

treatment principle(s) that would logically remedy the stated pattern(s) of imbalance.  To 

rebalance a pattern of liver-spleen disharmony, the physician would 1) ‘course the liver and 

rectify the qi’; and 2) ‘fortify the spleen and boost the qi’.  The logic behind the etiology of liver-

spleen disharmony requires basic knowledge of holistic pathopysiology, which is beyond the 

scope of this brief article.  Nonetheless, certain functions are ascribed to each organ.  The main 

functions attributed to each of the five most important viscera in holism are: (Fig. 1) 

 
 
Five Main Viscera and their Primary Functions  

 
Liver    coursing and discharging of Qi 
Spleen   transforming and transporting of food and nutrients;  

 production of Qi and Blood 
Lung   spreading Qi throughout the body; ‘sprays’ water to 

tissues 
Kidney   water metabolism; root of Yin and Yang, substance and 

function of the body 
Heart   ruling and spreading the Blood throughout the body;  

 houses the thinking-feeling aspect – i.e. consciousness - 
of the human being

 

Here again, one must equate the term qi – not with some kind of mysterious and 

indefinable etheric quality of vital force or breath or (god help us all) ‘energy;’ rather, qi simply 

refers to an aspect of function.  If one is to ‘course the liver and rectify the qi; fortify the spleen 

and boost the qi,’ then one must first understand something of the normal, healthy function of 
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these organs.  What are the healthy functions of the liver and spleen and how does one recognize 

their dysfunction? 

The function of the liver is to maintain the smooth and steady function of the whole body.  

In fact, stress is nothing other than the manifestation of a disruption of the smooth and free-flow 

of function within the body (for which the liver – in holism – is culpable).  This gives some clue 

– from the holistic point of view – why stress complicates any and all other conditions / 

dysfunctions.  To ‘course the liver and rectify the qi’ therefore means to ‘get the function of the 

liver working smoothly.’   

This is fundamentally what acupuncture achieves better than any other therapy or drug.  

The rush of sensation one feels when receiving good-quality acupuncture is nothing other than 

the qi of the liver (i.e. the function of the liver) beginning to flow-freely – viz. being restored to a 

state of smooth function.  The calming, relaxing sensation of acupuncture is – technically 

speaking – a diminishing of the pattern of ‘liver depression qi stagnation’ and a return of free-

flowing function.  The patient experiences this effect as a leveling of emotion, a calming of 

agitation and a relaxation of both the physical tissues (stiffness, tension, et al) but also as a 

relaxation and smooth operation of the organs (i.e. respiration becomes easier, intestines relax 

and move smoothly, heart rate relaxes and circulation becomes easier, etc.). 

The functions of the spleen are many in holism.  First, the spleen is charged with 

producing the qi for the whole body from ingested food and drink.  This makes perfect sense 

because the primary fuel which helps us function comes from what we eat.  A good metaphor for 

this aspect of spleen function is as a fire beneath the pot of the stomach.  Functionally speaking, 

the spleen is the fire of digestion.  If this fire is strong, food is ‘cooked’ and assimilated by one’s 

digestive apparatus and qi is produced (i.e. function is derived).   

The second function of the spleen is to produce the ‘blood.’  In holism, blood is a red 

liquid, yes; but it is not assigned all the myriad components and responsibilities that Western 

medicine thinks of as blood.  Blood’s only function is to nourish and moisten the physical tissues 

of the body.  Signs and symptoms of blood vacuity therefore include: visual acuity problems like 

night blindness (since the blood is thought to nourish the small vessels of the eyes, thus allowing 

them to do their function of seeing); dry skin and hair, brittle nails, possible constipation, leg 

pains and stiffness and possible heart palpitations.  All of these signs of dysfunction are related 

to blood’s inability to nourish the tissues.   
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The third essential function of the spleen is to ‘transform and transport’ food and fluids.  

In other words, the spleen breaks down the digestate within the stomach and distributes nutrients 

to the whole body.  Obesity is a dysfunction in which the spleen has become exhausted and 

excess food and fluids build up within the body in the form of adipose tissue.  Fat, mucous and 

phlegm are referred to as ‘dampness’ and are proof-positive of a weak and dysfunctional spleen.  

The metaphors of holism lend to an inherent possibility (requirement?) of patient empowerment. 

(6) 

In holism, the liver and spleen functions are so closely related as to be inextricable.  Most 

people show some signs / symptoms of liver-spleen disharmony – even if they do not suffer from 

CPP or any other named disease condition.  What this means is that the enormous prevalence of 

fatigue, irritability and occasional or cyclical disturbance of digestion and the myriad other non-

specific complaints heard within the doctor’s office every day from otherwise ‘healthy’ persons 

in the patient population can be treated, managed and even prevented using a functional 

medicine like acupuncture.  Even among healthy patients, acupuncture offers tremendous 

efficacy to maintain wellness and prevent many serious, lifestyle driven conditions from ever 

taking hold.   

 

Point Selection / Protocols and Common Formulas: (Fig. 2) 
 

1. Liver Depression, Qi Stagnation 
 

Liv3 Tai Chong Frees the flow of liver Qi 
LI 4 Hegu Frees the flow of the channels 
GB34 Yang Ling Quan Harmonizes and disinhibits the Liver, fortifies the Spleen 
LI11 Quchi 
P6 Neiguan 
TW6 Zhi Gou  
TW10 Tian Jing 
Ren17 Dan Zhong 
Liv14 Qi Men 

Harmonizes Qi and blood, rectifies lung Qi 
Rectifies the Qi 
Courses the liver and rectifies the Qi 
Rectifies the Qi of the Triple Warmer channel 
Upbears Spleen Qi, resolves depression 
Courses the Liver, Frees the channels and moves phlegm 

Formula Chai Hu Shu Gan San  
For qi stagnation and stasis heat Shu Gan Tang 
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2. Spleen Qi Vacuity 
 

S36 Zu San Li  Fortifies the spleen, boosts the Qi (m) 
Ren4 Guan Yuan Regulates the Qi, invigorates Yang  (m) 
St25 Tian Shu Banks earth, regulates upbearing and downbearing 
Liv13 Zhang Men Fortifies the Spleen, rectifies Qi and Blood of viscera and bowels 
St21 Liang Men Fortifies the Spleen, promotes Yun and Hua, harmonizes central Qi 
Sp8 Di Ji Rectifies the Qi of the Spleen channel 
Formula Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang, Si Jun Zi 

Tang 
Spleen vacuity with phlegm-dampness Liu Jun Zi Tang, Shen Ling Bai Zhu Tang 
Spleen vacuity with damp and cold Xiang Sha Yang Wei Tang 
 

 

Discussion: 
The common misperception in the West is that holism is a potpourri of illogical and 

irrational practices involving a mystical and quasi-spiritual process of divination in order to 

arrive at diagnosis and treatment.  This anachronistic cultural misunderstanding blocks useful 

collaboration.  True integration of Eastern holism and conventional Western reductionism is as 

essential as it is inevitable.  The vicissitudes of cost in the modern era and lack of service to large 

segments of the patient population in the US alone require a somewhat different appreciation 

holism as a science – albeit a science based on a distinctly different epistemology.   

To witness the elegantly consistent logic and rational methodology of holistic Traditional 

Chinese Medicine is to glimpse a medical system that is not only free from internal 

contradictions but is also inherently suited to complement our Western reductionistic 

epistemology.  For all the great achievements of Western medicine in the last decades, the reality 

is that chronic disease requires –for both reasons of cost and efficacy – a holistic approach which 

is far better suited to address functional aspects of health and illness.  Prevention and 

management of chronic functional complaints – viz. illness for which little histological evidence 

is present – falls to holistic TCM with its gem of pattern discrimination and subsequent ability to 

cognize a multiplicity of factors.  Of all the therapeutic applications in the holistic pantheon of 

medicine, acupuncture holds a unique place since it is absolutely the cheapest, fastest and least-

iatrogenic therapy for treating and managing functional aspects of health and illness.   

The inclusion of acupuncture on a wide scale is simply ineluctable.  As more Western 

medical professionals become exposed to the elegantly consistent logic and rational 
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methodology of professional-quality holism, the transition to a medical model which embraces 

this simple and utterly effective therapy will be somewhat less traumatic than attempts made 

heretofore.  Whether hospitals and established institutions embrace the boon of quick and simple 

acupuncture for prevention and management of chronic disease now or at some future moment, 

they will embrace it.  Acupuncture is simply too effective and too well suited to be ignored.  The 

key to a smooth transition in which acupuncture finds inclusion within the mainstream is the 

correct understanding and appreciation of its logical methodology; and this – it seems – is only 

beginning to be realized and appreciated.  

 

 

In Conclusion 

The simple and elegant logic of holism and the holistic methodology can be peer-

reviewed at every step.  

 

1) Discriminate the patient’s pattern(s)    2) State the treatment principle that 

remedies each presenting pattern   3) Create a treatment plan using acupuncture / herbal 

formulas    4) Review and revise  

 

The professionally agreed-upon signs and symptoms of holistic patterns have been 

debated and worked out over not less than 2,400 years of empirical observation.  Once the 

physician has clearly differentiated the pattern(s), the rest is standard operating procedure – i.e. 

the treatment principle and treatment plan must only adhere to and correspond with the pattern(s) 

discriminated to produce the predictable and time-tested result.  In treating functional illness with 

holistic pattern discrimination, it is likely that there will be an element of ‘long-term’ 

management.  A condition like IBS does not disappear quickly.  But, if managed in this way, 

many chronic functional ailments – like IBS – become so mild and benign, that the patient no 

longer needs treatment and can simply manage their condition through diet and lifestyle; 

returning for treatment only when necessary.   

To summarize, it is not the case that holism doesn’t have a logical methodology; rather, 

the combination of our Western cultural standard for what is and is not science coupled with the 
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fact that holism is simply not taught very well here in the West means that most people seeking a 

clear understanding of the logic of holism have been led to believe that there simply is no logic 

or systematic rationality to the holistic model.   

Understanding the two distinctly different cognitive models of Western medical 

epistemology and pathophysiology vis a vis holistic epistemology and pathophysiology is the 

foundation of true integration in medicine.  (7)  When studied correctly, one comes to understand 

that there is an inherent complementarity in which the strength of one is the limitation of the 

other and vice versa.  The best solution on the horizon to augment the troubling costs of using 

Western medicine for treating and managing chronic, functional disease is to use a medical 

system that is inherently suited to address this limitation. Acupuncture – performed correctly - is 

dirt-cheap and effective management of functional illness. 
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Pathophysiology of Liver –Spleen Disharmony  

 
 

Liver depression, Qi stagnation 
→ Liver is Replete 

+ Spleen Qi Vacuity → 
Spleen is Vacuous  

i.e. Liver is replete, spleen is vacuous – this is mixed vacuity and repletion 
 
 

Unfulfilled Desire 
 
 

Liver Depression 
Qi Stagnation 

 Spleen Qi Vacuity  Blood Vacuity 

 
 

Yin 
Vacuity  

 Internal 
Wind 

 
Dampness  Kidney 

Yang 
Vacuity 

 Heart Qi 
Vacuity 
Lung Qi Vacuity 
Wei Qi Vacuity 

 
 
Liver 
Fire 

 Liver Yang 
Hyperactivity 

 Liver Depression 
Depressive Heat 

 
 
Internal 

Wind 
 Heart 

Fire 
 Internal 

Wind 
 Stomach 

Heat 
Damp 
Heat 

 
 

Time  Time 
 
 

Stomach Yin 
Vacuity 

 Phlegm Heat 

 
 

Phlegm Harassing 
Heart/Lungs 
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Due to this fundamental mechanism, we may have many other manifestations 
 Liver depression, depressive heat 
 Liver fire 
 Liver ascendant yang hyperactivity 

 
Spleen vacuity 

 Spleen vacuity → dampness 
 Damp + depressive heat = damp heat 
 Damp → phlegm → to the heart, lungs 
 Spleen vacuity → blood vacuity 
 Blood vacuity → yin vacuity 
 Spleen qi vacuity → Kidney qi vacuity 
 Spleen qi vacuity → Kidney yang vacuity 
 Spleen vacuity = Wei qi vacuity , Lung qi vacuity, Heart qi vacuity 
 Blood vacuity → internal stirring of liver wind 

Depressive heat in liver → depressive heat in stomach 
 Over time → damage yin fluids in stomach 
 Stomach Yin Vacuity → Kidney Yin Vacuity 
 Kidney Yin Vacuity → Yin Vacuity Effulgent Fire 

 
There are only a finite number of ways that the core pattern liver spleen 

disharmony will manifest; 
& 

We can tell a lot about how it will go if we know how to read the body type, 
age, sex and complexion. (please see: section 8 “Four Examinations”) 
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The holistic disease category that most closely relates to pelvic pain caused by diseases of the 

bladder (and kidneys) is termed Lower Abdominal Pain (Xiao Fu Tong).  

 

 

“Further, the Chinese medical literature is mostly organized under a disease-based rubric, and 

not according to pattern-logic, so that when doctors of Chinese  medicine wish to research the 

Chinese literature -- pre-modern and modern alike -- for the treatment of any specific patient, we 

mainly access texts within disease categories as the chapter headings.  Once we go to any 

specific disease chapter, we then encounter coverage of the common patterns encountered for 

that disease.” 

 

 “How do we reframe Chinese medical disease categories into their constituent Western 

disease categories?” 

 

 “One of the first sections of each of these chapters is devoted to reframing these Western-

defined diseases to their constituent Chinese diseases.  We do this by comparing the history, 

signs and symptoms, and prognosis of the Western and Chinese diseases, but the most important 

ground for comparison is the signs and symptoms. Once we understand and become adept at the 

reframing process and we have a sophisticated understand of both Chinese and Western [pelvic 

pain / pelvic diseases] we can accurately reframe in either direction.”  Quote Damone p. 98 

 

 

 Just as conventional medicine possesses a logical methodology for explaining the cause 

or pathophysiology of bladder disease; so to holistic pattern discrimination evinces an elegant 

and sophisticated (and peer-reviewable) theory and method of pathophysiology.  
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There are five primary disease causes/disease mechanism of lower abdominal pain (Xiao Fu 

Tong). These are:  

 1) Blood amassing in the lower abdomen 

2) Damp heat in the bladder 

3) Vacuity cold 

4) Liver depression Qi stagnation 

5) Downward fall of central qi 

  

 Consequently, there are five patterns relating to these mechanisms, one for each. 

 

Pattern Discrimination 

 A pattern is nothing other than a description of signs and symptoms which arise from a 

given disease cause/disease mechanism. More than one pattern can arise from a given disease 

cause/disease mechanism. 

 

 Understanding the pathophysiology of holism takes some time and considerable effort; 

nonetheless, it an be achieved and training now exists which explains the fundaments of holism 

in clear and logical language.  

 

Patterns related to CPP 

 The patterns of signs and symptoms relating to common diseases relating to the bladder 

are: 
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1. Blood amassment in the lower burner 

 

Symptoms: hyper-tonicity and pain in the lower abdomen, hardness and fullness which refuse 

pressure, inhibited urination, and in severe cases, delirium and mania.  Possible amenorrhea or 

scant uterine bleeding, a dull, purple tongue with possible static macules, and a deep, forceful or 

choppy pulse. 

 

Treatment principles: break the blood, dispel stasis, and stop pain.  

 

Ren17 Dan Zhong Loosens the chest, promotes Qi circulation of upper jiao (t) 
B17 Ge Shu Transforms blood stasis 
Sp21 Da Bao Relieves blood stasis in the chest and abdomen (m) 
S36 Zu San Li 
Sp6 San Yin Jiao 
LI11 Qu Chi 
LI4 Hegu 
Liv3 Tai Chong 
Liv13 Zhang Men 
Liv14 Qi Men 

Brakes blood stasis in the chest 
Rectifies blood, moves Qi and courses the liver 
Rectifies blood, harmonizes Qi and blood 
Courses the liver, opens the valves, and frees the channels 
Rectifies blood and frees the flow of liver Qi 
Quickens the Blood and transforms stasis 
Quickens the Blood and transforms stasis 

Tai yang channel of 
the low back, hips 

Jia ji points at the level of pain, Choose points from Bl 23-32, Gb 
30 (or ah shi points) (e) 

Formula Tao Hong Si Wu Tang 
Blood stasis in the chest Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang 
Blood stasis below the diaphragm Ge Xia Zhu Yu Tang 
Blood stasis in the lower abdomen Shao Fu Zhu Yu Tang, Gui Zhi Fu Ling Wan 

(uterine blood stasis) 
Whole body blood stasis (pain) Shen Tong Zhu Yu Tang 
 

 

2. Damp heat in the bladder 

 

Symptoms: lower abdominal distention, fullness, pain, short voidings of dark colored urine.  In 

severe cases, voiding of bloody urine, pain and burning on urination, dribbling urinary block, 

hypertonicity in the lower abdomen, vexation, thirst, constipation, a red tongue with yellow fur 

and a slipper, rapid pulse. 

 

Treatment principles: clear heat and disinhibit dampness. 
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K7 Fu Li Clears heat, eliminates dampness 
Sp9 Yin Ling Quan Fortifies the spleen, resolves depressive dampness 
S42 Chang Yang Transforms damp, drains replete fire 
Sp4 Gong Sun 
SI4 Wan Gu 

Rectifies the Qi of the Middle Jiao (t) (m) 
Clears Small Intestine Damp-Heat (t) (m) 

Tai yang channel of 
the low back, hips 

Jia ji points at the level of pain, Choose points from Bl 23-32, Gb 
30 (or ah shi points) (e) 

Formula Er Chen Tang + (heat clearing formula)
Damp heat in the stomach and 
intestines with spleen vacuity 

Ban Xia Xie Xin Tang 

Stomach intestine damp heat with 
toxins 

Bai Tou Weng Tang, Huai Hua San 

Damp heat pouring into the liver / 
gallbladder channels 

Long Dan Xie Gan Tang 

Urinary bladder damp heat  Ba Zheng San 
Damp heat in the lower abdomen San Miao San 
Summer-heat dampness San Ren Tang, Huo Xiang Zheng Qi San 
 

3. Lower burner vacuity cold 

 

Symptoms: dull pain in the lower abdomen which gets better and worse episodically.  A cold or 

icy feeling in the abdomen, even in summertime.  Pain which responds to warmth and dislikes 

cold. Cold body and limbs, long voidings of clear urine, dribbling urination, lacitude of the spirit, 

possible loose stools, seminal emission and impotence, a  pale tongue with white fur, and a deep, 

fine pulse. 

 

Treatment principles: warm and supplement the lower abdomen.  

 

Ren4 Guanyuan Regulates the Qi, invigorates Yang (m) 
Du4 Ming Men  Supplements the kidneys, invigorates Yang(m) 
B23 Shen Shu 
K3 Tai Xi 
K6 Zhao Hai 

Invigorates fire (m) 
Invigorates source Yang 
Boosts the kidneys 

Tai yang channel of 
the low back, hips 

Jia ji points at the level of pain, Choose points from Bl 23-32, Gb 
30 (or ah shi points) (m) 

Formula You Gui Yin / Jin Gui Shen Qi Wan / You Gui 
Wan 
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4. Liver depression qi stagnation 

 

Symptoms: lower abdominal distention, pain and fullness with more distention than pain.  

Moveable pain with no fixed location, erratic pain, distention, pain and fullness which gets better 

with belching, defecation or flatulence.  Possible lack of desire for food, possible nausea, 

borborygmi, inhibited defecation, and a bow string pulse. 

 

Treatment principles: course the liver and rectify the qi, disperse distention and stop pain. 

 

Liv3 Tai Chong Frees the flow of liver Qi 
LI 4 Hegu Frees the flow of the channels 
GB34 Yang Ling Quan Harmonizes and disinhibits the Liver, fortifies the Spleen 
LI11 Quchi 
P6 Neiguan 
TW6 Zhi Gou  
TW10 Tian Jing 
Ren17 Dan Zhong 
Liv14 Qi Men 

Harmonizes Qi and blood, rectifies lung Qi 
Rectifies the Qi 
Courses the liver and rectifies the Qi 
Rectifies the Qi of the Triple Warmer channel 
Upbears Spleen Qi, resolves depression 
Courses the Liver, Frees the channels and moves phlegm 

Formula Chai Hu Shu Gan San  
For qi stagnation and stasis heat Shu Gan Tang 
 

 

5. Downward fall of the central qi 

 

Symptoms: sagging distention in the lesser abdomen, desire to urinate with either an inability to 

expel urine or an inability to expel more than a scanty amount of urine.  Unsmooth urination, 

lassitude of essence/spirit, poor appetite, shortness of breath and disinclination to speak, faint, 

low voice, sagging sensation in the anus, pale tongue with thin white fur, fine, weak pulse.  

 

Treatment principles: upbear the clear and downbear the turbid, transform qi and disinhibit urine.  

 

S36 Zu San Li  Fortifies the spleen, boosts the Qi (m) 
Du20 Bai Hui Upbears the qi and benefits the spleen 
Ren4 Guan Yuan Regulates the Qi, invigorates Yang  (m) 
S25 Tian Shu Banks earth, regulates upbearing and downbearing 
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Liv13 Zhang Men Fortifies the Spleen, rectifies Qi and Blood of viscera and bowels 
S21 Liang Men Fortifies the Spleen, promotes Yun and Hua, harmonizes central Qi 
Sp8 Di Ji Rectifies the Qi of the Spleen channel 
Formula Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang, Si Jun Zi 

Tang 
Spleen vacuity with phlegm-dampness Liu Jun Zi Tang, Shen Ling Bai Zhu Tang 
Spleen vacuity with damp and cold Xiang Sha Yang Wei Tang 
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Notes to the text and works cited:  

1. Said, Edward. Orientalism. Random House, New York, NY. 1978 
2. Lewontin, Richard.  The Triple Helix: gene organism and environment.  Harvard 

University Press, Cambridge Massachusetts, 2000    
3. “A singular premise guiding Western (conventional) science and clinical medicine (and 

one, we hasten to add, that is responsible for its awesome efficacy) is commitment to a 
fundamental opposition between spirit and matter, mind and body, and (underlying this) 
real and unreal.”  Scheper-Hughes, Nancy and Margaret Locke. The Mindful Body. 
Medical Anthropology Quarterly. Volume 1, number 1. March, 1987 

4. Porkert, Manfred. Chinese Medicine.  Henry Holt and Company, New York, NY. 1988 
5. “In the last two centuries, medicine more and more has come to be a science, or more 

accurately the application of one science, namely biochemistry.  Medical techniques have 
come to be tested as much against current concepts in biochemistry as against their 
empirical results.  Techniques that don’t fit such chemical concepts - even if they seem to 
work – have been abandoned as pseudoscientific or downright fraudulent . . . In effect, 
scientific medicine abandoned the central rule of science – revision in light of new data.” 
Becker, Robert; Gary Selden. The Body Electric: electromagnetism and the foundations 
of life.  Morrow. New York, 1985. 

6. Traditional Chinese Medicine . . . is based on a vision of the human body as a 
microcosmic miniature of the natural world.  Therefore, the language of Chinese 
medicine is the language we use everyday to describe events in the world around us.  
More importantly, using this language (metaphors), we are empowered to take charge of 
our own lives and well-being so that whether we experience pain and discomfort 
becomes a function of how we live our life.” Flaws, Bob and Douglas Frank. Curing 
Arthritis Naturally with Chinese Medicine. Blue Poppy Press. Boulder, Colorado, 2006 

7. “Taking sides in scientism or traditionalism tends to obscure a clear view of 
the problem and stagnate (sic.) the necessary debate where the interested 
parties can arrive at a third point of view that is inclusive and productive . . . In 
essence, there is a need for both scientific and traditional epistemologies with 
corresponding language in the practice of Chinese medical acupuncture.”  
Morris, William.  Epistemology: A Bias of Culture. Acupuncture Today. Pp. 1, 
8, 12. Volume 12, No. 3. March 2011 
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For information on Physician Acupuncture Training: 

www.PhysicianAcupunctureTraining.com 

Contact us at: 

info@PhysicianAcupunctureTraining.com  

 
 
 

Christian Nix, MA; L.Ac. 
ChristianNix.com 

(866) 841-9139 ext. 1011 
 


